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PROBLEMS AND SOME RESULTS CONCERNING 
THE DIOPHANTINE EQUATION 

1 4- A + A2 4- - - • 4- A*"1 = P*. 

HUGH EDGAR 

Dedicated to the memory of E. G. Straus and R. A. Smith 

We assume throughout the paper that a, x, p and y are positive integers, 
that a > 1 and that p is an odd prime. The primary purpose of the paper 
is to raise several as yet unsettled questions concerning the equation of the 
title and to try to induce people to solve these problems. 

As a first, and perhaps not very important, example we notice that 
1 + 3 4- 32 4- 33 4- 34 = l l 2 . In the time-honoured spirit of Erdös, we 
offer $25 for any other such example in which a is an odd prime and in 
which y > 1. 

It has been known for quite some time (see, for instance, [1] that x 
must be prime, say x = g, and that Q — ordpa. (Here ordm a is defined to 
be the least t such that a* = 1 (mod m).) We now specialize by assuming 
that ' V is from Southern California*, i.e., a = rb, where r is an odd 
prime. In this case it is possible to prove that b = Q1 for some X ^ 0, 
as the following argument shows: 

Suppose that there exists a prime R # Q such that R\b and write b = 
RB. Then 

y = a* - 1 (r*)g - 1 (rRB)Q - 1 = [(/-*)<?]* - 1* 
P a- \ rb - 1 rRB - 1 (rB)R - \R 

= ((rfl)Q-l) {1 4- (r*)q 4- ((rB)Q)2 4- - - - + ((r*)«?)*-*} 
(rB - 1) " {1 4- rB 4- (rB)2 4- • • • + (r*)*"1} 

where 0w(x) denotes the nth cyclotomic polynomial (see, for instance, 
[2]). Thus 

Received by the editors on March 28, 1984. 
* (This terminology has been adopted in honour of the research done on the title equa
tion and related matters by Dennis Estes, Bob Guralnick, Murray Schacher and Ernst 
Straus. The current paper owes a lot to the work of these people.) 
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rBQ _ 1 

and since (rßö - i)/(rß - 1) > 1 it must be the case that (rB® - l)/(rß - 1) 
is some positive integral power of/? and thus/?|(rß0 — 1). However Bang's 
Theorem [3] guarantees that (rBQR - 1) = ax - 1 has a primitive prime 
diversor, which is necessarily /?, and hence p cannot divide (rBQ — 1) 
since BQ < BQR. This contradiction completes the argument. (This is a 
Southern California result, to the best of my knowledge. The proof given 
here is from Northern California.) 

For convenience, we quote the following facts [1] : 
(1) y = u oxdap for some positive integer u 
(2) y = z, where pz\\(aordPa- 1) (i.e.,/?*|(aor(V- 1) and pz+11 (a°rdPa- 1)). 

We offer $50 for the resolution of the conjecture that u is invariably equal 
to one. 

In any case u cannot be "too big", for suppose that u ^ ord^a. Then 

goxàpa _ | _ puoxdaP(a — 1) ^ puoràap 

which implies that 

goràpa > f pOrdap\ordpa 

from which it follows that a > p0TÒaP = l(mod a) and finally a > a 4- 1, 
a contradiction. Thus u ^ (ord^û) — 1. 

Estes and Guralnick [4] have proved, on the assumption that "a" is 
from Southern California, that Q X y. It is apparently not known whether 
the exponent 1 in b = Q} can be positive, i.e., on the assumption that the 
common ratio "a" of the geometric progression is a prime power it isn't 
known whether it must actually be prime. We offer $50 for a resolution of 
this problem. If we assume that X = 0 then we can easily deduce that 
Q H y via the following argument. Since y = u ovdap and u ^ (ovàpa) — 1 
and ß = ordyz, Q X u. If 

Q | ordap = ord rQ\p) = ordrp \ <f>(r) = r - 1 

then r = 1 (mod Q) so that 1 + r + r2 + • • • + r^~l = 0(mod Q) 
whereas py ^ 0 (modß) . 

Guralnick [5] has done a considerable amount of research which proves 
that there is a strong connection between the equation of the title and the 
existence (or nonexistence) of arithmetically equivalent algebraic number 
fields (two algebraic number fields are said to be arithmetically equivalent 
if their Dedekind Zeta functions are equal). 

Straus [6] has shown, via Baker's method, that for given p there are 
effective bounds on a, x and y for possible solutions of the title equation. 
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Finally it should be mentioned that the author's original interest in this 
subject came from Professor D. Suryanarayana [7], [8]. 
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